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Summary:
Looking to get your tattoo faded? According to the survey conducted by the American Society of
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Article Body:
The word "tattoo" comes from the Tahitian word tattau; meaning, to mark. It has been around fo
Just as the demand for getting tattoos has increased, so has the demand for having the tattoos

Tattoos were meant to be permanent, so removing or fading them was difficult until now. Howeve

The Q-switched ruby laser is considered the first preference for most of the tattoos, except f
Procedure of laser tattoo removal
Laser works by emitting short but intense pulses of light that pass through the epidermis and
The amount of time and the number of laser treatments require to remove the tattoo depends on
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The color of the ink is a big factor in determining how many laser treatments you requ
Professional tattoos are harder to remove as compared to street tattoos as profession
It is tougher to remove a new tattoo rather an older one as the pigment in the new ta
Size of the tattoo
How deep the ink is injected
Location of the tattoo and
The individual’s ability to heal

If you’re going to get your tattoo removed or faded through laser procedures, remember to do y
Question you must have answers to before you go in for the treatment:
Cost of the Treatment

Prices for laser removal depend upon the size of the tattoo, type of inks used etc. The bigger
Pain Involved
Fortunately laser removal or fading is relatively painless procedure. But still the amount of
Chances of Side-effects

Normally the area blisters after the treatment. The skin returns to normal within 4 to 6 weeks
Number of Treatments

If you think that one fine day you would go in to the clinic, and walk out the very same day t
Relation between Tattoo Removal and Breastfeeding Mothers

There is no evidence suggesting that tattoo fading or cover up tattoo affects breastfeeding in
View detail at:

www.rethinkyourink.ca/tattoofading.htm
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